Abstract-Fuzzy set theory was introduced by L.A. Zadeh in 1965. Immediately, it has many applications in practice and in building databases, one of which is the construction of a fuzzy relational database based on similar relationship. The study of cases of fuzzy relations in different environments will help us understand its applications. In this paper, the rough fuzzy relation on Cartesian product of two universe sets is defined, and then the algebraic properties of them, such as the max, min, and composition of two rough fuzzy relations are examined. Finally, reflexive, α-reflexive, symmetric and transitive rough fuzzy relations on two universe sets are also defined.
I. Introduction
Rough set theory [1] proposed by Pawlak in about 1980s, is used to handle the redundancies, uncertainties and incorrectness in data mining, as design databases [2] or information systems [3] . This theory has been well developed in both theories and applications. Along with the study of the individual properties of rough set theory, the rough set theory in combination with fuzzy set theory [4] also gains great interest of researchers and becomes a useful tool in exploring the feature selection, the clustering, the control problem, etc. The combination of fuzzy sets and rough sets lead to two concepts [5] : rough fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets. Rough fuzzy sets [3, 5, 6, 7] are the fuzzy sets approximated in the crisp approximation spaces and fuzzy rough sets [5] are the crisp sets approximated in the fuzzy approximation spaces. As the construction of fuzzy relations in fuzzy set theory, rough fuzzy relationships building on rough fuzzy set theory has important implications for both theories and applications. In [8] , S. Lan has built the fuzzy rough relations on Boolean algebra. By 2011, the authors T. K. Samanta and B. Sarkar have built the fuzzy rough relations on a given universe set [9] . In this paper, the above results are extended to define the rough fuzzy relations on the Cartesian product of two universe sets, and subsequently their properties are examined.
The remaining parts of this paper is organized as following: In section II, rough fuzzy sets are reintroduced. After studying the rough fuzzy relation and its properties in section III, composition of two rough fuzzy relation and inverse rough fuzzy relation are presented in section IV and section V, respectively. Last but not least, in section VI, the reflexive, symmetric, transitive rough fuzzy relations are studied. Finally, section VII proposes the similarity rough fuzzy relation.
II. Rough Fuzzy Sets
Let be a non-empty set of objects, is an equivalent relation on . (RFiii) for all .
Note that:
The conditions (RFi), (RFiii) show that is a rough fuzzy set on .
Likewise, the representation of fuzzy relation [10] , the rough fuzzy relation can be represented by the graphs, relational tables, matrices. , is a rough fuzzy set on based on the .
Proof.
We show that satisfy definition 3.1. , is a rough fuzzy set on on based on the .
We show that satisfy definition 3.1.
(RFi , is a rough fuzzy set on based on the .
We show that satisfy definition 3.1. 
IV. Composition of Two Rough Fuzzy Relations
Let be the universal sets. are two rough fuzzy relations on based on , respectively. 
Proof.
For all we have
We note that , because the composition of two rough fuzzy relations exists but the composition of two rough fuzzy relations does not exist necessarily.
V. Inverse Rough Fuzzy Relation
Let and be the two rough fuzzy sets on and , respectively.
is a rough fuzzy relation on based on . Then we define is a rough fuzzy relation on based on as following: for all .
Definition 5.1. The relation is called the inverse rough fuzzy relation of .
Proposition 5.1. i)
.
ii) Let be two rough fuzzy relations on based on , respectively. Then In the same way, the representation of fuzzy relation, we can represent the rough fuzzy relation by using matrix . So that, the inverse rough fuzzy relation of rough fuzzy relation by using matrix , it is the transposition of the matrix Then is an inverse rough fuzzy relation of it is represented by using matrix
VI. The Reflexive, Symmetric, Transitive Rough Fuzzy Relation
In this section, we consider some properties of rough fuzzy relation on a set, such as reflexive, symmetric, transitive properties. We note that if is a symmetric rough fuzzy relation then matrix is a symmetric matrix.
It is easy to see that:
Proposition 6.3. Let be two rough fuzzy relations on based rough fuzzy set. If are the symmetric rough fuzzy relations then , , , also.
Definition 6.4. The rough fuzzy relation is said to be transitive rough fuzzy relation if .
VII. Similarity Rough Fuzzy Relation
Definition 7.1. The rough fuzzy relation on based on the rough fuzzy set is called a similarity rough fuzzy relation if it has the reflexive, symmetric, transitive. Definition 7.2. The rough fuzzy relation on based on the rough fuzzy set is called a α-similarity rough fuzzy relation if it has the α-reflexive, symmetric, transitive. Now, we consider an illustration example.
Example 7.1. We consider the decision system in Table 1 . In which is the collection of condition attributes and is the decision attribute. It is obvious that then is the transitive rough fuzzy relation; so that, is a 2 1 -similarity relation.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed the rough fuzzy relation on two universe sets and studied some theoretical results of rough fuzzy relations. In the future, we will explore the information measures based on rough fuzzy relations and apply in the feature selection problems, as well as find the attribute reduction sets in the data table or build databases based on rough fuzzy relations.
